
SQL TO FIREBASE A METAMORPHOSIS

Abstractâ€“ Firebase is being extensively used in cross-platform apps for various functionalities, one of them being
Realtime Databases. This paper highlights how an RDBMS based database such as MySQL can be converted to a
JSON based Firebase Realtime Database for easier readability.

All of this is via one single command with no intervention from the user. In other words the start node and end
node of a relationship in Neo4j. I've created a little care package to help you get started building those apps, in
includes: A free 7-lesson course that takes you through building your first app with Ionic and Firebase setup,
authentication, objects, lists, Firebase Storage, and more using the JavaScript SDK. CompositeKeys are often
composed with domain-relevant natural keys. Please go ahead and test the tool:. The ForeignKeys are
transformed into relationships as expected and the JOIN table is imported as an intermediate node. As we went
about doing that, we find out there are exceptions: JoinTables. We enforce structure to make sense of the
world around us. DE-Normalization If you're coming from an SQL background you probably know about
normalization avoid duplicates, structure tables, etc. How much data do I duplicate? You know better, your
time is too valuable for that. Firebase Best Practices One of the best ways to ensure your app is going to stay
performant is to keep your database connection "clean", meaning that there isn't too much clutter, too many
database calls for things that you don't really need to. I use the London Tube map and Google Maps on a
day-to-day basis. Then you will have a few updated and a few outdated nodes, which means you'll be jumping
manually and this time I DO mean manually to your database and one by one updating those names. Here is
an example: How are Territories linked to Regions? Tables that match the intermediate node case more than
two ForeignKeys get imported as nodes and the JOINs to the other tables are stored as relationships. It
depends on your database, your goals, and especially on your view, for example: You have an event view,
where you're seeing the information about that event, inside the view, you have a guest list, that shows just
that, a list of the guests who attended the event. Developers and DBAs use Entity-Relationship ER diagrams to
design and analyse data and their relationships and find a course of optimisations that yield better performing
systems. Next Steps By now you should have a better understanding of how data is structured on Firebase,
your next steps should be to actually put this into practice while building your next Ionic and Firebase app.
Both capabilities generate-mappings and export are accessible via the neo4j-etl command-line tool. The usual
ones are PrimaryKey and ForeignKey. These are the easy ones to convert as nodes. What if you need to update
someone's name? A practical example of who to structure the data. Here is the story of how we developed the
mapping rules based on practical experience: The Story of How We Got Here People understand and
communicate with the world with the help of visual cues. The Metamorphosis of the Mapping Rules At first,
we thought the rules to interpret a schema are fairly easy, because that is what schemas do: make it easy to
interpret data and its interactions with each other. This way you're only pulling the data you need from the
database. So you take the good with the bad. I hope this ETL tool will help you get one step closer to using
Neo4j if not as a replacement, at least as a conjecture with your existing repertoire of databases in your ETL
pipeline.


